Token Sale:
Total emission token AraneoBit - 88,000,000;

The ecosystem of AraneoBit is:
the universal p2p "web" of social and financial communication, based on the technology of
clustered blockchain

23% (20,240,000) for closed presale period 77% will be distributed by escrow and will be available
for sale annually as below:
Year

Token’s release

1

12%

2

10%

3

8%

4

6%

- Flexible settings provide an opportunity for any physical or legal person to quickly create their
own social decentralized platform, reflecting their needs for digitizing their activities, increasing
customer loyalty and instant monetization;

from 5 to 13

4%

14

3%

- Clustering gives an opportunity to choose to create a transparent and open social
infrastructure or to implement its own blockade completely closed from outside observers;

15

2%

What we create:

- The ideology of the social network provides unique opportunities for new economic
phenomena (for example - bloggers) to become completely independent and to realize their
own ecosystems with individual settings that correspond to all trends of the modern safe digital
economy anywhere in the world;
- Automation of business processes, conducting calculations with customers and suppliers,
automating communication with government services (taxes, pension contributions, insurance,
etc.);

Offer for early investors (valid until May 31, 2018):
Price of the token: 1.00 USD (or equivalent in the Crypto currency at the date of signing the
Agreement);
Bonus: possibility of option purchase of Araneobit tokens during the first, second and third
years in the amount of 40%, 30% and 20% (correspondingly) from the token’s numbers,
purchased
during
the
closed
presale
in
accordance
with
the
Contract.

How does AraneoBit make money:
Token distribution:

- sale of unique services of the company;
- commission from transfers between clusters;
- transactions in the application of money transfers AraneoBit and online stores;
- Sale of licenses for the use of the company's blocking business for commercial purposes.

5% Team;
23% AraneoBit service;
2% Bounty program;

Projects already implemented on the AraneoBit platform:
- The system of mutual settlements, remittances and accounting of obligations based on P2P
(Transboundary money transfers without (or with a minimum) commission without
intermediaries, P2P lending with an intelligent system of debt repayment, etc.);
- The system of lottery games. "Transparent" lottery, built on the principles of open smart
contracts;
- Crowd-investing site with an intelligent and completely transparent start-up scoring.
Analysts and advisers have a rating that affects the voting and admission of the project to
investment.

70% Investors.

Contact Information:
https://araneobit.io/

info@araneobit.io
ceo@araneobit.io
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